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Regarding the SycamorePenasquitos Powerline.
1 message
tmhomesold@aol.com <tmhomesold@aol.com>
To: sycamorepenasquitos@panoramaenv.com

Wed, Oct 21, 2015 at 11:57 PM

Hello,
My name is Theresa McCarty, and I am the homeowner of property 9294 Calle De Vista Oeste, San Diego, CA
92129. I am emailing you asking that you do not add any new lines or towers through Penasquitos. We would
like you to opt for Alternative 5 which is fully underground and will avoid aesthetic, health, and firerelated issue.
We have experienced two fires in the last 10 years, Being a home at the bottom of Black Mountain (at the
end/middle of the culdesac). We are very susceptible to fires hitting our home. Like many of our neighbors, we
were evacuated at the last two fires. Speaking to the fire department they (at the last fire) have advised us that
should the fire move down the mountain, our house will be the first of hundreds of homes to burn down. The
odds are raised if you add more power lines along Penasquitos.
As far as aesthetics, with so many new homes being built, it really is ashamed that we are losing anything that
resembles nature. It really would be nice to keep this open space as natural as possible. Not only that, but no
telling what the health risks are by adding more electrical lines. This would be a wonderful opportunity to give
back to our children by respecting our earth, and keeping the neighborhood as natural as possible. Please don't
take this away from us.
Thank you for the opportunity for sending my request. I really hope that you will consider what I am requesting.
Best regards, and if you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. I would love to help through this
process.
Theresa McCarty
8583541713
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